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Abstract: A common practice is to use random sampling statistics to estimate the 
demonstrated reliability of a new system from the number of successes and failures. 
This can grossly overestimate or underestimate the true reliability because of the naïve 
assumptions involved.  A more detailed approach is presented which accounts for the 
characteristics of the test, the faults identified and the corrections made. The Bayesian 
framework accommodates a prior reliability estimate and comprehensively handles 
uncertainties.  The examples show the wide areas of application from determining test 
strategies to tracking reliability growth.    The applications described are believed to be 
new. The approach needs to be more widely implemented because of its features. 
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1.   Introduction 

There needs to be sufficient confidence that a new spacecraft or system is free from 
significant design and process faults before it is deemed fit for flight or operation. This 
confidence comes from the results of the initial assurance reviews plus the tests and test 
flights that are conducted. The results are incorporated into the estimate of the reliability 
of the spacecraft which is then updated with operational flight history. A common 
practice is to use random sampling statistics, such as associated with the binomial 
distribution, to estimate the demonstrated reliability from the test outcomes. Fault 
characteristics, test characteristics, and the effects of removing systemic causes of faults 
are ignored. The estimate of the reliability that is consequently obtained can grossly 
overestimate or underestimate the true reliability as well as the associated uncertainties. 
     To obtain a more informative estimate of the demonstrated reliability, a more 
detailed approach can be used which accounts for the nature of the faults, the test 
detection capabilities, and the types of corrections performed. Accounting for the nature 
of the faults is particularly important  in handling  design-related and process-related  
faults which can exist in the new system due to systematic errors in the design and its  
construction. Design-related faults can exist in the  hardware, software, and interfaces.  
Process-related faults can originate in the manufacturing, fabrication, and processing of 
the system. Design-related faults and process-related faults are generally systemic in 
nature due to misspecifications, erroneous-analyses, and erroneous procedures. 
Reliability growth occurs from the effective correction of these faults as well as from 
the confidence gained from successful tests not detecting these faults. The rate of 
reliability growth depends on the detection effectiveness of the tests conducted and the 
effectiveness of the fault corrections made. The demonstrated reliability obtained can be 
quite different from the random sampling estimate which treats faults as being random 
and which does not account for the effectiveness of correction actions. 
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The detailed approach is presented focuses on the demonstrated reliability from 
systemic, design-related and process-related faults and accounts for both the detection 
effectiveness of the test and the effectiveness of corrective actions carried out. The 
approach can be used to determine the number of tests required for a new spacecraft to 
demonstrate a given reliability with a given confidence. It can also be used to track the 
reliability growth of a new spacecraft or new system.  A Bayesian framework is 
employed which allows incorporation of the results of initial assurance reviews in terms 
of a prior reliability estimate for the spacecraft or system. The focus will be applications 
to a new spacecraft however the approach is applicable to any new system. The 
approach details and applications presented are an extension of a previous presentation 
given by the author [1].. The method details and applications are believed to be new.  

2.   Demonstrated Reliability from a Single Fault-Free Test 

Consider first a test conducted on a new spacecraft to detect existing faults which 
identifies no faults based on the fault coverage of the test . The test can be a partial test 
or a full scale operational test. Let 
 O = the condition of no faults existing for those tested        (1) 

 O = the complementary condition of one or more faults existing       (2) 
With regard to the test outcome let 
 OT = the event of a successful test not detecting any existing faults.       (3) 

Also let, 
  )/( 0TOP = the probability of no faults existing given a successful test       (4) 

)/( 0TOP is the demonstrated  fault-free reliability for those faults tested.  
 Using Bayes rule [2] 
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where 
 )/( OTP O = the probability of the test not detecting any faults       (6) 

         when none exists   
 )(OP = the prior probability of no faults existing        (7) 
                             before the test is conducted   
and  
 )( OTP = the total  probability of the test not detecting any faults     (8) 
     whether faults exist or do not exist 
Using the probability expansion relationship,  )( OTP  can be expressed as   

 )()/()()/()( 000 OPOTPOPOTPTP +=       (9) 

where 

 )/( 0 OTP = the probability of the test detecting no faults    (10) 
         when faults exist  

  and 
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 )(OP = the probability of  one or more faults existing       (11) 
 before the test is conducted .  

Also 
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The basic relationship for the demonstrated fault-free reliability )/( 0TOP  is then 
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The test characteristics )/( 0 OTP and )/( 0 OTP characterize the detection capability 
of the given test and are commonly called the true test acceptance probability and false 
test acceptance probability, respectively. The test characteristic are determined from test 
specifications and test data. Uncertainty bounds can be associated with the values. 
 
For a more concise relationship let 
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The quantity q   can be termed the test ineffectiveness. When the true acceptance 

probability )/( 0 OTP  is near unity then the test ineffectiveness  q is essentially equal 

to the test-non-detection probability )/( 0 OTP .   
The fundamental relationship for the demonstrated reliability then becomes  

      
))(1()(

)()/( 0 OPqOP
OPTOP
−+

= .        (15) 

The basic relationship for the demonstrated fault-free reliability )/( 0TOP  is thus a 

simple function of the prior assurance before the test )(OP and the test ineffectiveness 
q . When different tests are conducted for different types of faults,  then Equation (15) 
applies to each of the different tests. The combination of the individual demonstrated 
reliabilities into an overall reliability is handled in a later section.  

3.   Demonstrated Reliability from Multiple Fault-Free Tests 

When multiple tests are conducted for the same type of faults then the demonstrated 
reliability is consecutively updated using Equation (15) where now )(OP is the 
demonstrated reliability after the previous fault-free tests. For the demonstrated 
reliability after n fault-free tests, using more concise notation let 
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 nP =the demonstrated fault-free reliability after n  fault-free tests      (16) 

 nq = the test ineffectiveness for the n th test         (17) 
Then 
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By successively substituting 
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where 0P  is the prior probability of no faults existing before the set of tests are 
conducted. With successive tests which are at least partially effective and independent 
the ineffectiveness term  nqqqq ...321  decreases and the last term in the denominator 

approaches zero.   For a highly effective single test, the test ineffectiveness 1q is near 

zero and hence the demonstrated reliability 1P  is near unity for those faults tested. 
Various models can also be used to account for dependencies among the tests including 
common cause type models used in Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs). 

4.   Combining Results from Different Fault-Free Tests 

Multiple tests are often conducted for different types of faults. Because the tests are for 
different faults they cannot be combined using Bayesian updating. Instead let  

)/( kk TOP = the demonstrated fault-free reliability for      (20) 

           the k th type of  faults tested 
where kT denotes the set of tests conducted for the particular type of faults. Now let 

 )/( TP Θ = the demonstrated fault-free reliability       (21) 
         for all the types of faults tested  
Then for the tests being independent with no overlaps in the types of faults tested 

 ∏=Θ
K

kk TOPTP
1

)/()/(          (22) 

where K denotes the number of types of faults tested.  For tests that overlap in the fault 
types tested the above formula gives an lower bound on the reliability.  A upper bound 
is obtained by deleting all but the highest demonstrated reliability from the set of 
overlapping tests.  For more detailed modeling,  the overlapping types of faults can be 
resolved into finer fault types which do not overlap.        

5.   Handling of Detected Faults and Failures 

Faults that are detected in a test or flight can result in the reliability decreasing, 
remaining the same, or increasing depending on the type of correction and improvement 
made. When one or more non-negligible faults are detected in a test, including a failure 
occurrence,  then fault handling techniques need to be used for the assessment of the 
reliability implications. To account for the type of correction and its effectiveness, let 
 c = the probability that the cause of the fault has been removed.      (23) 
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The performance characteristic c can be termed  the corrective action effectiveness. It is 
equivalently the confidence that the detected fault has been effectively removed. The 
correction effectiveness can range from 0% to 100% depending on the actions taken. 
To determine the reliability resulting from the corrective action, let 
 −P = the probability of no faults existing before the faults were found      (24) 

          and corrected   
and  
 +P = the probability of no faults existing after the correction       (25) 
The values of +P to −P  are the reliabilities after and before the correction. The 
correction can be  categorized as being either a local correction or an extended 
correction. For a local correction, only the fault is corrected. For an extended correction, 
an extended diagnosis is carried out for other possible existing faults with upgrades 
made where deficiencies are found. When the corrective action is effective, in terms of 
standard repairable reliability terms, local correction corresponds to the good- as- old 
repair model and extended correction to  the better-than-old repair model [3]. 
For a local correction the relationship of +P to −P is consequently 

 ))1(1( scPP −−= −+
           local correction        (26) 

where s  is the fault severity. In probabilistic terms, s is the probability of the fault 
causing an imminent failure. The second factor on the right hand side is the correction to 
the initial reliability due to the failure probability of the fault and probability of 
ineffective correction. For a failure and effective corrective action, Equation (26) 
simplifies to the standard good as old repair model −+ = PP . 
For an extended fault correction, the reliability before correction −P   is additionally 
modified to account for the  extended fault correction: 

     ))1(1(ˆ scPP −−=+        extended correction       (27) 

where P̂ is the reliability from the extended correction. Using the modeling in the 

previous sections, an expression for P̂ is: 
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ˆ
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         (28) 

where p̂   is the  effectiveness of the extended detection, diagnosis and correction.  

The initial reliability −P in the above relationships  can be the fault-free reliability after 
performed successful tests or can be the reliability after a previous corrective action.  In 
this way the demonstrated reliability can be tracked in a real-time like fashion.  Also, 
the relationships can be extended to multiple faults detected by applying the above 
appropriate relationship to each fault correction and then multiplying the associated 
after-correction reliabilities to obtain the total after-correction reliability The following 
examples illustrate the range of applications of the presented relationships. 
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6.   Example: Demonstrated Reliability from Fault-Free Tests  

Using Equation (19), Table 1 gives the demonstrated reliability for a set of independent 
fault-free tests finding no faults. As observed, using more realistic modeling the 
demonstrated reliability depends on the initial assurance level and detection 
effectiveness of the tests both of which are not considered in using random sampling 
statistics. To account for uncertainties lower confidence bounds can be used  for the 
initial assurance level and test effectiveness. Alternatively, uncertainty distributions can 
be assigned and be propagated. Uniform distributions are the simplest to use.  

Table 1: Demonstrated Reliability for a Set of Independent Fault-Free Tests 
Test
Effectiveness

1 2 3 4 5
25% 25% 30.7692% 37.2093% 44.1379% 51.3026% 58.4141%

Initial 50% 40.0000% 57.1429% 72.7273% 84.2105% 91.4286%
Assurance 75% 57.1429% 84.2105% 95.5224% 98.8417% 99.7079%
Level 90% 76.9231% 97.0874% 99.7009% 99.9700% 99.9970%

50% 25% 57.1429% 64.0000% 70.3297% 75.9644% 80.8208%
50% 66.6667% 80.0000% 88.8889% 94.1176% 96.9697%
75% 80.0000% 94.1176% 98.4615% 99.6109% 99.9024%
90% 90.9091% 99.0099% 99.9001% 99.9900% 99.9990%

75% 25% 80.0000% 84.2105% 87.6712% 90.4594% 92.6697%
50% 85.7143% 92.3077% 96.0000% 97.9592% 98.9691%
75% 92.3077% 97.9592% 99.4819% 99.8700% 99.9675%
90% 96.7742% 99.6678% 99.9667% 99.9967% 99.9997%

90% 25% 92.3077% 94.1176% 95.5224% 96.6038% 97.4310%
50% 94.7368% 97.2973% 98.6301% 99.3103% 99.6540%
75% 97.2973% 99.3103% 99.8267% 99.9566% 99.9892%
90% 98.9011% 99.8890% 99.9889% 99.9989% 99.9999%

Number of Fault-Free Tests

 

7.   Example: Demonstrated Unreliability from Dependent Fault-Free Tests 

To account for dependencies in a set of tests, the fraction of faults that are independently 
covered in each successive test can be accounted for in using Equation (19).  The 
independent successive coverage fraction is a measure of the independence of the 
successive tests. As the independent successive coverage increases from 0% to 100% 
the tests range from being redundant to being independent. . Figure 1 shows the impacts 
of different successive test coverages for an initial assurance level of 50% and 
individual test effectiveness of 50% where the net effectiveness for the test is obtained 
by multiplying by the coverage fraction.  The demonstrated unreliability (1-reliability) is 
plotted versus successive number of tests. The particular results are not as important as 
the significant impacts that dependency among tests can have in  reducing the impacts 
of successive tests. The more detailed modeling allows dependencies to be evaluated 
using sensitivity analyses or uncertainty analyses.   
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Figure 1: Demonstrated Unreliability For Dependent Fault-Free Tests 

8.   Demonstrated Reliabilities: Detailed Models Versus Random Sampling Results 
 Figure 2 compares results for the demonstrated unreliability after successful tests are 
performed using the more detailed models presented versus using random sampling 
statistics. The more detailed modeling results are denoted by Test Sets 1 through 5 
corresponding to different test effectiveness values of 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%, 
respectively.  An  initial assurance level  is 50% is used and the tests are treated as being 
independent.  The Random result curve denoted with  larger markers corresponds to the 
50% confidence value results using  random statistical tables (the binomial) The 
Random curve starts higher since it does not account for the initial assurance level. The 
Beta result curve also denoted with  larger markers uses the random statistics basis but 
also uses a Bayesian approach and non-informative initial assurance value. The details 
of the curves are not as important as the overall message that the demonstrated 
reliability can be significantly different when more detailed modeling of the tests is 
included compared to using more naïve random statistics assumptions. Another 
important message is that for the faults tested, the demonstrated reliability can be 
significantly higher than  random statistics values when using more detailed modeling 
with  reasonably higher test effectiveness values. 
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Figure 2: Comparisons of Demonstrated Unreliability with Random Statistics 

9.   Example: Propagation of Uncertainties 

Figure 3 illustrates the demonstrated reliability of successive, independent fault-free 
tests with uncertainties fully quantified. The initial assurance level and test effectiveness 
were treated as being highly uncertainty with a uniform uncertainty distributions from 0 
to 1. The figures plot the uncertainty distribution (density function) for the demonstrated 
reliability versus successive numbers of independent fault-free tests. As the number of 
successful tests increase, the reliability distribution becomes more concentrated at a 
value of 1. In turn the lower confidence bound value for the demonstrated reliability 
representing the area of the curve to the right of the value in turn successively increases 
as the number of successful tests increase. These uncertainty simulations can usefully 
support decision making. 
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Figure 3: Uncertainty Distribution of the Demonstrated Reliability 

Example: Tracking the Reliability Evolution of a System 

The following example illustrates the use of the previously described methodology to  
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Figure 4: Reliability Track Versus the Flight History for a Spacecraft 
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track the reliability of a spacecraft accounting for fault and failure corrections. The bars 
indicate the 90% uncertainty spreads. The illustration is fictitious but it importantly 
shows how the fault repair approaches are applied accounting for the effectiveness and 
extent of the corrective action. Reliability evolution can thereby be dynamically tracked. 

10.  Example: Evaluation of the Costs and Reliability Benefits of Testing Strategies 

The final figure illustrates the incorporation of the methodology into a spreadsheet for 
evaluating different subsystem and system testing strategies. As shown, the spacecraft is 
broken into two series subsystems, Subsystem 1 and Subsystem 2. (Two other 
subsystems, Subsystem 3 and Subsystem 4 are effectively ignored since they are treated 
as being in series with a reliability of 100%). The Pretest Reliability (Initial Assurance 
Level)  for each of the Subsystems 1 and 2 is 70%. The strategy evaluated involves 
conducting three independent tests on each subsystem with a test effectiveness of 0.5. 
The cost per test is 20K. If the tests find the subsystems fault-free, the resulting 
demonstrated reliability of each is 94.92% giving a system reliability of 90.09% (the 
product of the two reliabilities). In addition 3 integrated tests are conducted on the total 
system to account for potential interface faults. The cost per system test is 100K. If the 
system tests find no faults then the total demonstrated reliability with all tests is 98.64%. 
The total cost is 420K. Different testing strategies can be evaluated in a similar manner. 
 

 
Figure 5: Example Spreadsheet for Evaluating Different Testing Strategies 

11.  Conclusions 

The described approach that is used to quantify the demonstrated reliability incorporates 
the fault detection effectiveness and the corrective action effectiveness. The focus is on 
the detection and correction of existing design-related and process-related faults that can 
exist in a new spacecraft or new system in general.   Formulations are developed to 
quantify the probability that no faults exist based on the results of the tests conducted 
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and any corrective actions made. This fault-free probability is the demonstrated 
reliability for the those faults tested. 
      The formulations utilize general probabilistic relations and are soundly based. The 
formulations are also straightforward and allow for efficient implementations As the 
examples show, using the more detailed approach, the demonstrated reliability from 
successful tests can be significantly different than that obtained using more naïve, 
random sampling statistics. In particular, the demonstrated reliability can be 
significantly higher if more effective fault detection is employed. The example 
applications furthermore show the wide areas of implementations in which the approach 
can be used including uncertainty quantifications, evaluations of the costs and benefits 
of testing strategies, and real-time tracking of the reliability evolution of a spacecraft. 
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